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Outline of the presentationOutline of the presentation

•• Introduction of Introduction of canalization principlecanalization principle: : 
concept of subwavelength imaging concept of subwavelength imaging 
withoutwithout both negative refraction and both negative refraction and 
amplification of evanescent wavesamplification of evanescent waves

•• Realization at microwave, terahertz and Realization at microwave, terahertz and 
infrared frequencies using arrays of infrared frequencies using arrays of 
parallel metallic rods (parallel metallic rods (wire mediumwire medium))

•• Realization at optical frequencies using Realization at optical frequencies using 
layered metallayered metal--dielectric structuredielectric structure



Fundamental problem: diffraction limitFundamental problem: diffraction limit
•• The resolution of conventional imaging systems The resolution of conventional imaging systems 

(such as microscopes, lenses, etc) is restricted by (such as microscopes, lenses, etc) is restricted by 
diffraction limit: the details smaller than the diffraction limit: the details smaller than the 
wavelength of illumination can not be resolvedwavelength of illumination can not be resolved

•• This restriction holds irrespectively of the frequency This restriction holds irrespectively of the frequency 
of operation of operation –– from microwave up to visible rangefrom microwave up to visible range

•• The conventional lenses operate only with The conventional lenses operate only with 
propagating spatial harmonics emitted by a source. propagating spatial harmonics emitted by a source. 
They can not transport evanescent harmonics which They can not transport evanescent harmonics which 
carry subwavelength information, because these carry subwavelength information, because these 
waves exponentially decay with distance in natural waves exponentially decay with distance in natural 
materials and even in free spacematerials and even in free space



Perfect lens concept (negative refraction Perfect lens concept (negative refraction 
and amplification of evanescent waves)and amplification of evanescent waves)

J. Pendry, “Negative refraction index makes perfect lens”, 
Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 85, p. 3966, 2000.

Perfect transmission device: 

T=1, R=0

for all spatial harmonics    
(all propagating waves with 
arbitrary angle of incidence 
and all evanescent waves)!
Can one reach the same result 
using an alternative approach?



Canalization regime: no negative refraction Canalization regime: no negative refraction 
and no amplification of evanescent waves!and no amplification of evanescent waves!

P.A. Belov, C.R. Simovski, P. Ikonen, “Canalization of subwavelength 
images by electromagnetic crystals”, Phys. Rev. B, 71, 193105, 2005. 

The idea is to 
transform 
whole spatial 
spectrum of 
the source 
including 
evanescent 
waves into the 
propagating 
waves.



Perfect transmission device based Perfect transmission device based 
on allon all--angle angle FabryFabry--Perot resonancePerot resonance

Requirements:Requirements:
•• The The isofrequencyisofrequency contour of material must be flatcontour of material must be flat
•• The interface of the slab should be oriented along The interface of the slab should be oriented along 

the the isofrequencyisofrequency contourcontour
•• The thickness of the slab should obey The thickness of the slab should obey FabryFabry--Perot Perot 

resonance conditionresonance condition

As result, the slab will be As result, the slab will be completely transparentcompletely transparent
(transmission coefficient equal to (transmission coefficient equal to ±±1 depending on even or 1 depending on even or 
odd number of the halfodd number of the half--wavelengths are equal to the wavelengths are equal to the 
thickness of slab) for ALL incident angles, including complex thickness of slab) for ALL incident angles, including complex 
ones and there will be no reflections from the slab!ones and there will be no reflections from the slab!



Similar operation to a bundle of waveguides Similar operation to a bundle of waveguides 
(TV rock, naturally available mineral),(TV rock, naturally available mineral),

but the waveguides must be but the waveguides must be subwavelengthsubwavelength



Illustration of the imaging principleIllustration of the imaging principle




Illustration of the imaging principleIllustration of the imaging principle




Wire medium, material with strong Wire medium, material with strong 
spatial dispersion, has flat spatial dispersion, has flat 

isofrequencyisofrequency contour at ANY frequencycontour at ANY frequency
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P.A. Belov, R. Marques,       
S.I. Maslovski, I.S. Nefedov,  
M. Silverinha, C.R. Simovski, 
S.A. Tretyakov, “Strong spatial 
dispersion in wire media in the 
very large wavelength limit”, 
Phys. Rev. B 67, 113103, 2003



SubSub--wavelength lens formed by wavelength lens formed by 
wire medium (pwire medium (p--polarization)polarization)



The wire medium is usually used at The wire medium is usually used at 
microwave frequencies (period is few microwave frequencies (period is few 
millimeters), but millimeters), but it can be scaled it can be scaled 
down to micrometer scaledown to micrometer scale and it and it 
will have the same electromagnetic will have the same electromagnetic 

properties in properties in terahertz and infraredterahertz and infrared
ranges provided that radii of wires are ranges provided that radii of wires are 

greater than skin depth of metal!greater than skin depth of metal!

M.G. Silveirinha, “Nonlocal homogenization model for a 
periodic array of ε-nagtive rods”, Physical Review B, vol. 73, 
pp. 046612 (1-12), 2006.



Imaging using Imaging using swissswiss rolls (srolls (s--polarization): the polarization): the 
thickness is MUCH smaller than wavelengththickness is MUCH smaller than wavelength

M. Wiltshire, J. Hajnal, J.B.Pendry, D. Edwards, “Metamaterial endoscope 
for magnetic field transfer: near field imaging with magnetic wires”, Optics 
Express, vol. 11, pp. 709-715, 2003.



Numerical simulations using Numerical simulations using 
CST Microwave StudioCST Microwave Studio

a=10mm, r=1mm, d=150mm, h=5mm, f=1GHz



Distribution of electric fieldDistribution of electric field

a) near the front interface     b) near the back interface



Intensity distributionIntensity distribution

a) near the front interface     b) near the back interface
Resolution is λ/15!

P.A. Belov, Y. Hao, S. Sudhakaran, “Subwavelength microwave imaging using an 
array of parallel conducting wires as a lens”, Phys. Rev. B, vol. 73, 033108, 2006.



Experimental verification. Experimental verification. 
Photo of WM lens.Photo of WM lens.



Near field scan resultsNear field scan results

Distribution of electrical field at the source and image planes.
Confirmation of λ/15 resolution and demonstration of 18% 

bandwidth of operation!
P.A. Belov, Y. Hao, S. Sudhakaran, “Subwavelength microwave imaging using an 
array of parallel conducting wires as a lens”, Phys. Rev. B, vol. 73, 033108, 2006.



Experiment with meander antenna to Experiment with meander antenna to 
verify theoretical bandwidth of operationverify theoretical bandwidth of operation



Return loss measurement: 5% bandwidthReturn loss measurement: 5% bandwidth

P.A. Belov, Y. Zhao, S. Sudhakaran, A. Alomainy, Y. Hao, “Experimental study of the 
sub-wavelength imaging by a wire medium slab”, Applied Physics Letters, vol. 89, 
pp. 262109 (1-3), 2006.



NearNear--field scan resultsfield scan results

Good agreement with results reported in P.A. Belov, M.G. Silveirinha, 
“Resolution of subwavelength lenses formed by a wire medium”, 
Physical Review E, vol. 73, 056607 (1-9), 2006.



11--meter long wire medium and crown sourcemeter long wire medium and crown source



Results of the near field scanResults of the near field scan

894 MHz

1038 MHz

Distance between source and image planes is 3λ and 3.5λ!,  
resolution is λ/17 and λ/14, respectively.



Dependence of imaging Dependence of imaging 
performance on frequency variationperformance on frequency variation

1030 MHz

1034 MHz

1038 MHz



Dependence of imaging Dependence of imaging 
performance on frequency variationperformance on frequency variation

1038 MHz

1040 MHz

1042 MHz



Tapered lenses: magnification and Tapered lenses: magnification and 
demagnification operationsdemagnification operations

TRIPLE (3x) 
magnification 
was 
demonstrated
numerically 
using FEKO 
simulator

P. Ikonen, C. Simovski, 
S. Tretyakov, P. Belov, 
Y. Hao, Appl. Phys. Lett.
91, 104102 (2007)

G. Shvets,     
S. Trendafilov, 
J. B. Pendry, 
A. Sarychev, 
Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 99, 
053903 (2007)



Imaging with Imaging with λλ/20 resolution /20 resolution 
at 5THz using silver rods at 5THz using silver rods 

embedded into embedded into chalcogenidechalcogenide glassglass

All 
dimen-
sions
are in 

μm

a=1.3 μm

r=130 nm



Imaging with Imaging with λλ/20 resolution /20 resolution 
at 5THz using silver rods at 5THz using silver rods 

embedded into embedded into chalcogenidechalcogenide glassglass



Ultimate limits of resolution for wire Ultimate limits of resolution for wire 
medium lenses formed by various metalsmedium lenses formed by various metals



Imaging with Imaging with λλ/10 resolution at 30THz using /10 resolution at 30THz using 
silver rods embedded into silver rods embedded into chalcogenidechalcogenide glassglass

M.G. Silveirinha, P.A. Belov, C.R. Simovski, “Subwavelength imaging at infrared frequencies using 
an array of metallic nanorods”, Physical Review B, vol. 75, pp. 035108 (1-12), 2007.

All 
dimensions 
are in nm

a=215 nm

r=21.5 nm



Imaging with Imaging with λλ/10 resolution at 30THz/10 resolution at 30THz

M.G. Silveirinha, P.A. Belov, C.R. Simovski, “Subwavelength imaging at infrared frequencies using 
an array of metallic nanorods”, Physical Review B, vol. 75, pp. 035108 (1-12), 2007.



Upper frequency limits of Upper frequency limits of 
subwavelength operationsubwavelength operation

Subwavelength imaging with resolution Subwavelength imaging with resolution 
better than better than λλ/10 using slabs of wire /10 using slabs of wire 

medium is possible medium is possible 
up to 30 THz using silver wires and up to 30 THz using silver wires and 

up to 70 THz using up to 70 THz using aluminiumaluminium wires.wires.
What about optical frequencies?What about optical frequencies?

M.G. Silveirinha, P.A. Belov, C.R. Simovski, “Subwavelength imaging at 
infrared frequencies using an array of metallic nanorods”, Physical Review 
B, vol. 75, pp. 035108 (1-12), 2007.



Materials with extreme optical Materials with extreme optical 
anisotropy have required flat anisotropy have required flat 

isofrequencyisofrequency contourscontours
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Canalization at optical frequencies Canalization at optical frequencies 
using layered metalusing layered metal--dielectric structuredielectric structure

P.A. Belov, Y. Hao, “Subwavelength imaging at optical frequencies using a 
transmission device formed by a periodic layered metal-dielectric structure 
operating in the canalization regime”, Phys. Rev. B, vol. 73, 113110, 2006.

Layered metal-dielectric structure which has at optical frequencies 
the same properties as the wire medium at microwaves.



Effective permittivity of the layered Effective permittivity of the layered 
metalmetal--dielectric structuredielectric structure

Flat isofrequency contour corresponds to the case when

that leads to the following relation between 
permittivities and thicknesses of the layers:



MultiMulti--layered metallayered metal--dielectric structure dielectric structure 
simulated using CST Microwave Studiosimulated using CST Microwave Studio

All 
dimensions 
are in nm

P.A. Belov,   
Y. Hao,   
Phys. Rev. B
73, 113110 
(2006)



Materials with extreme optical Materials with extreme optical 
anisotropy have required flat anisotropy have required flat 

isofrequencyisofrequency contourscontours
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MultiMulti--layered metallayered metal--dielectric structure dielectric structure 
simulated using CST Microwave Studiosimulated using CST Microwave Studio

All 
dimensions 
are in nm

P.A. Belov,   
Y. Hao,   
Phys. Rev. B
73, 113110 
(2006)



Intensity at a) 20 nm distance from the source, Intensity at a) 20 nm distance from the source, 
b) front interface, c) back interface, and b) front interface, c) back interface, and 
d) 20 nm distance from the back interfaced) 20 nm distance from the back interface

The The 
resolution resolution 
is is λλ/20!/20!



MultiMulti--layered metallayered metal--dielectric structure dielectric structure 
simulated using CST Microwave Studiosimulated using CST Microwave Studio

All 
dimensions 
are in nm

P.A. Belov,   
Y. Hao,   
Phys. Rev. B
73, 113110 
(2006)



Materials with extreme optical Materials with extreme optical 
anisotropy have required flat anisotropy have required flat 

isofrequencyisofrequency contourscontours
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Imaging with Imaging with λλ/10 resolution at 30THz using /10 resolution at 30THz using 
silver rods embedded into silver rods embedded into chalcogenidechalcogenide glassglass

M.G. Silveirinha, P.A. Belov, C.R. Simovski, “Subwavelength imaging at infrared frequencies using 
an array of metallic nanorods”, Physical Review B, vol. 75, pp. 035108 (1-12), 2007.

All 
dimensions 
are in nm

a=215 nm

r=21.5 nm



ConclusionConclusion
•• Physical mechanism of subwavelength Physical mechanism of subwavelength 

imaging without negative refraction and imaging without negative refraction and 
amplification of evanescent waves is clarifiedamplification of evanescent waves is clarified

•• It is practically possible to obtain a very high It is practically possible to obtain a very high 
resolution (for the instance resolution (for the instance λλ/15) in /15) in 
microwave and terahertz frequency ranges microwave and terahertz frequency ranges 
using arrays of parallel metallic rods.            using arrays of parallel metallic rods.            
It is proved by measurements which perfectly It is proved by measurements which perfectly 
fit with theory.fit with theory.

•• There is an opportunity to create the similar There is an opportunity to create the similar 
imaging systems in the optical range as well. imaging systems in the optical range as well. 
The layered metalThe layered metal--dielectric structure has to dielectric structure has to 
be used for this purpose.be used for this purpose.





Effective permittivity of the layered Effective permittivity of the layered 
metalmetal--dielectric structuredielectric structure

Flat isofrequency contour corresponds to the case when

that leads to the following relation between 
permittivities and thicknesses of the layers:



Dependence of imaging Dependence of imaging 
performance on frequency variationperformance on frequency variation

1030 MHz

1034 MHz

1038 MHz
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